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FROST-HEAVED BEDROCK FEATURES:
A VALUABLE PERMAFROST INDICATOR
Jean-Claude DIONNE, Département de géographie et Centre d'études nordiques, université Laval, Sainte-Foy,
Québec G1K 7P4.

ABSTRACT Frost-heaved bedrock features are periglacial forms produced by
the vertical displacement of bedrock
fragments. Blocks, frost-wedged from
bare bedrock along joints, are raised
above the general surface by heave.
Although mentioned in the literature of
the late 19th century, they have been
described and studied in detail only recently. They are widespread in the northern hemisphere, notably in Canada,
Greenland and Spitsbergen, where they
develop in lithologies with well-developed
systems of joints. Commonly, heaved
blocks exhibit weathered and lichencovered surfaces except at their base
where freshly exposed rock indicates
recent heaving. They result from frost
processes, particularly from wedging
and heaving due to pressure of the
freezing of free-water in joints. Active
and most non-active features are located
in permafrost regions. The southermost
occurrence in the northern hemisphere is
the Groulx Mountains, in Québec
(51°45'N, alt. 1000 m). The mean annual
air temperature for the area of bestdeveloped features ranges from - 4 ° to
-10 0 C, with the number of days of frost
ranging from 178 to 300. A thin snow
cover is common to most sites. Based on
climatic data and on the geographical
distribution of frost-heaved bedrock features, it is suggested that permafrost
occurrence is obvious. Relict features
found outside the present-day permafrost zones should indicate former permafrost conditions.

Frostgehobene
RÉSUMÉ Les édifices d'éjection géli- ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
vale: un bon indice de la présence de Muttergesteins Formen: ein wertvolles
pergélisol. Les édifices rocheux d'éjec- Dauerfrost Zeichen. Frostgehobene Muttion sont des formes périglaciaires résul- tergesteins Vorgânge sind periglaziale
tant du déplacement vertical de frag- Formen die durch die vertikale Verschiements du substrat rocheux. Les frag- bung von Muttergesteins Fragmenten
ments produits par gélifraction au droit entstehen. Blôcke, vom nackten Mutterdes fissures et des diaclases sont gestein durch Eiskeile an Fugen entlang
poussés au-dessus de la surface environ- gelôst, werden uber die allgemeine Obernante par l'action du froid. Signalés dès flàche durch Frosthebung erhoben.
la fin du XIXe siècle, ils n'ont été décrits Wenn auch schon im spâten 19. Jahret étudiés convenablement que récem- hundert erwàhnt, wurden sie erst kùrment. Ils sont fréquents dans l'hémis- zlich beschrieben und erforscht. Sie
phère nord, en particulier au Canada, au sind in der nôrdlichen Hemisphâre
Groenland et au Spitsberg. On les trouve hàufig, besonders in Kanada, Grônland
dans les principaux types de roches af- und Spitzbergen, wo sie an Kùsten mit
fectés de réseaux de diaclases. Les blocs gut entwickelten Fugensystemen entsteéjectés montrent souvent des parois alté- hen. Meistens zeigen gehobene Blôcke
rées et couvertes de lichens crustacés; verwitterte und Moosbedeckte Oberflàmais les blocs récemment soulevés chen, mit Ausnahme der Basis, wo erst
montrent à leur base une étroite bande vor kurzem blossgelegtes Gestein auf
peu altérée et non encore couverte de neuere Hebungen hindeutet. Sie bilden
lichens. Le soulèvement des fragments sich durch Frostvorgânge, besonders
est lié à l'action du froid, notamment à durch Verkeilen und Heben, dass bela gélifraction, la gélidisjonction et aux sonders durch den Druck des gefrierenpressions causées par le gel de l'eau den, freien Wassers in den Fugen bedans les fissures. Les formes actives et wirkt wird. Die tàtigen und auch die
meisten untàtigen Formen befinden sich
non actives se rencontrent dans des régions où le pergélisol existe. Le site in Dauerfrost Gegenden. Das sùdlichle plus méridional connu est celui des ste Vorkommen in der nôrdlichen Hemismonts Groulx, au Québec (51°45'N, ait. phâre liegt in den Groulx Bergen in
100 m). La température moyenne Québec (51° 45'N, HohelOOO m). Die
annuelle de l'air des régions où ces for- jàhriiche Durchschnitts Temperatur der
Luft in der Gegend mit den am besten
mes sont les mieux développées va de
- 4 ° à -10 0 C, avec un nombre de jours entwickelten Formen betrâgt zwischen
- 4 ° ; und -10°C, mit der Zahl der Frostde gel annuel compris entre 178 et 300.
Dans tous les sites, la couverture de tage zwischen 178 und 300 schwingend.
In den meisten Orten findet man gar
neige est mince ou absente. Compte tenu
keine oder nur eine dùnne Schneedecke.
des données climatiques et de la répartition géographique des édifices d'éjec- Auf Grund klimatischer Daten und der
allgemeinen geographischen Verteilung
tion, on estime qu'ils indiquent la présence de pergélisol, les formes reliques von frostgehobenen Muttergesteins Formen, kann man annehmen, dass das
observées hors des régions à pergélisol
témoigneraient donc de l'existence Vorkommen von Dauerfrost sicher ist.
Relikien Formen, die man ausserhalb
préalable de pergélisol.
der jetzigen Dauerfrost Zonen findet,
deuten auf ehemalige Dauerfrostverhàltnisse h in.
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INTRODUCTION
According to BLACK (1976) only a few geomorphic
features are considered as diagnostic indicators of
former permafrost. The best recognized of these are
pingos and ice-wedge casts. However, other features
such as palsas, rock glaciers, large sorted polygons and
circles, cryoplanation terraces and thermokarst features
are also used commonly by several authors (WASHBURN, 1976, 1979) to infer present or former permafrost
conditions.
Frost-heaved bedrock features are periglacial forms
produced by the vertical displacement of bedrock fragments. Blocks, frost-wedged from bare bedrock along
joints, are raised above the general surface by frost
processes, particularly ice lensing or freezing of freewater in joints. They were first reported in the late 19th
century (TYRRELL, 1897) and have since been observed and described in several localities by a number
of authors (Table I). They have been used only recently
to infer permafrost conditions (DIONNE, 1981). This
paper presents the most recent data on frost-heaved
features, discusses some climatic parameters and suggests that these periglacial forms could be considered
as a valuable permafrost indicator.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
Frost-heaved bedrock features have been reported
from cold regions of both hemispheres but particularly
in the northern hemisphere (Table I and Fig. 1). To our
knowledge, the first mention was made by TYRRELL
(1897, p. 84) who reported frost-heaved blocks in diabase and quartzite from the area of Dawson Inlet and of
Churchill, western Hudson Bay (Canada) respectively. A
brief description of frost-heaved features in diabase occurring in Sassen Bay area, Spitsbergen, is given by
HOGBOM (1910, p. 41-44; 1914, p. 274-277). However,
frost-heaved bedrock features were only properly described and explained many decades after these two
early papers. YARDLEY (1951) reported "frost-thrust
blocks" from lndin Lake, Northwest Territories (Canada),
occurring both in basic volcanic rocks and in quartzmica schists. At about the same time, KRANCK (1951,
p. 37-38) briefly mentioned similar features in basalt
from the Inoucdjouac area (Hopewell Sound), eastern
Hudson Bay (Québec).
More recently, various frost-heaved bedrock features were reported from several areas and have been
more thouroughly described and explained. Such features occur in Greenland (MALAURIE, 1968; WASHBURN, 1969); Arctic and Subarctic Canada (KERR,
1977; DILABIO, 1978 and 1982; DYKE, 1979 and 1981 ;
FRENCH and GILBERT, 1982) and particularly from
northern Québec (BOURNÉRIAS, 1972; PAYETTE, 1978;
DIONNE, 1978 and 1981; GANGLOFF et al., 1976;
GODARD, 1979; HILLAIRE-MARCEL, 1979; LAVERDIÈRE
and GUIMONT, 1981; LAURIOL et al., 1982). In addition,
two sites of frost-heaved bedrock features were reported

from the southern hemisphere: South Shetland Islands
(THOM, 1978) and Tasmania (CAINE, 1983).
It appears from the recent literature that frost-heaved
bedrock features are more common and widespread
than had been thought previously, and that these
periglacial forms need to be better known. According
to Black (1983, personal communication), similar features also occur in temperate regions and can be
related either to seasonal frost action, tectonics and
isostatic rebound. Black mentioned having seen some
active heaved-bedrock features in southern Sweden.
However, as nothing has been published yet about these
original features, they are not discussed in this paper.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FROST-HEAVED
BEDROCK FEATURES
The various frost-heaved bedrock features that have
been described to date vary considerably in form, shape
and size. The most elementary form, the so-called
"monolith", is a single angular fragment raised above
the surrounding surface (Fig. 2). Complex forms consist
of a cluster of angular fragments forming conical and
rounded mounds up to 3 m high and 20 m in diameter,
and also of ridges up to 1 m high, 5 m wide and
30-40 m long. Although all features result from frost
heaving caused for the most part by the freezing of
free-water in joints or by ice lensing, often related to
hydrostatic pressure, there are differences due to variations in terrain conditions: humidity, exposition, Iithology, structure of bedrock and pattern of joints. In
virtually all frost-heaved structures, cavities of various
sizes occur under heaved blocks. These cavities are
partly or entirely filled with water in summer and with
ice in winter. Usually, there is no matrix of fines in the
open fissures and cavities, except locally where a small
quantity of debris may have been washed from the surface (DIONNE, 1981).
The angular fragments vary in size from place to place
depending upon the lithology and the pattern of joints.
Size ranges from a few decimetres to a few metres. For
example, at Lac Guillaume-Delisle (Richmond Gulf,
Québec), angular fragments in dolostone measuring
5 x 7 m and heaved 2 m above the surrounding surface
have been observed (Fig. 4). At the same locality,
two large frost-heaved mounds were composed respectively of 84 and 91 angular fragments of various sizes
(Fig. 5). More commonly, however, frost-heaved mounds
include 10 to 35 angular fragments. Recently heaved
fragments generally show at their base a narrow strip
of lichen-free and non-weathered rock surface.
Frost-heaved bedrock features can be grouped into
four major geomorphic categories:
a) Primary or elementary structures. These are composed of one or a handful of fragments (generally
less than 5), which are raised a few decimetres (usually
less than 1 m), above the surrounding surface. This is

TABLE I
Known occurrences of frost-heaved bedrock features throughout the world

geogr. coor.
(approx.)
Locality

I — NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
1. West Spitsbergen
Sassen Bay (Sassen Fjord)

Lat. N

78°20'

Long. W

16°55'E

2. Greenland
a. Danevirke Hills and
72°14' 23°55'
Tunnélelv (east coast)
b. Eqe, Disco Bay (W. coast) 69°
52°
3. Canada
Northwest Territories
A. District of Mackenzie
1. SW Bathurst Lake
66°10'N 107°45'

Lithology

Feature

Mean ann.
air T0C0

Authors' reference

diabase

isolated heaved blocks
conical structures

-6.4°

HOGBOM (1910, p. 42-43)
HÔGBOM (1914, p. 274-277)

basalt (trap)

isolated heaved blocks

-9.7°

WASHBURN (1969, p. 51-52)

gneiss

heaved blocks

-5.1°

MALAURIE (1968, photo 18)

—

disrupted bedrock
(crater structures)
isolated heaved blocks

-9°

DILABIO (1978)

-5.5°

YARDLEY (1951)

2. Indin Lake

64°10'

115°

basic volcanics
quartz-mica sch

B. District of Keewatin
1. McQuoid Lake
2. Forde Lake

63°25'
63°20'

94°45'
97°15'

CHANDLER (1978, unpubl.)
DYKE (1979, 1981)

93°45'

conical structures
isolated heaved blocks
conical structures
heaved blocks

-9°
-9°

61°55'

granite
gneiss
diabase
diabase

-8°

TYRRELL (1897, p. 84)

70°45'
73°35'
70°20'
58°30'

114"3O'
95°45'
94°30'
94°

trap
dolomite
limestone
quartzite and
subgreywackes

heaved blocks
frost-heaved outcrop (ridge)
ridge-like feature
isolated heaved blocks
conical structures

-15°
-15°
-15°
-7.2

WASHBURN (1969, p. 51)
KERR (1977)
DYKE (1981)
TYRRELL (1897, p. 84, Pl. VII)
DIONNE (1961, unpubl.)
DYKE (1981, p. 158-159)
FRENCH (1981)
FRENCH and GILBERT (1982)

60°25'

64°45'

gneiss

-5.5°

60°-61°

69°30'-70c gneiss
crystalline schist
sandstone

isolated heaved blocks
conical structures
isolated heaved blocks
conical structures

60°03'

77°15'

gneiss

-7°

4. D'Youville Mountains 60°50'
5. Leaf River Basin
58°15'
6. Lac Guillaume-Delisle 56°15'

77°55'
72°
76°10'

andésite
granito-gneiss

isolated heaved blocks
conical structures
(fissured rock mounds)
conical structures
conical structures
conical structures

GODARD (1979, p. 134 and
142)
DERRUAU (1958, Pl. XVI-13)
GANGLOFF et al. (1976; 1982,
unpubl.)
HILLAIRE-MARCEL (1979, Pl.
17, fig. 7-8; and unpubl.)
BOURNÉRIAS (1972)

7. Clearwater Lake

56°13'

74°22'

8. Poste-de-la-Baleine

55°15'

77°11'

9. Sleeper Islands
(Hudson Bay)
10. Inoucdjouac
(Hopewell Sound)
11. Manitounouk Islands

57°32'

79°47'

andésite-volcanic heaved blocks & conical
-5°
breccia
structures
granito-gneiss
conical structures
-4.3°
(isolated heaved blocks)
basalt
isolated heaved blocks
-6.5°

58°50'

79°40'

basalt

isolated heaved blocks

-6.7°

55°30'

77°15'

basalt

isolated heaved blocks
conical structures

-5°

12. Long Island

54°50'

79°40'

basalt

isolated heaved blocks
conical structures

-4.5°

13. Groulx Mountains

51°45'

67°17'

gabbro

conical structures
isolated heaved blocks

- 4 ° to
4.5°

heaved blocks and structures 6.5
(relict features)
disrupted bedrock
-2.8°
(hummocks hollows)

3. Dawson Inlet
C. District of Franklin
1. Victoria Island
2. Somerset Island
3. Boothia Peninsula
D. Manitoba

E. Québec
LKillinik
(Port Burwell)
2. Koartak and Bellin
(Payne River)

3. Povurgnituk

basalt

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
1. Tasmania

41°32'S 147°40'E

dolerite

2. South Shetland Island

62°40'

volcanic (tuff)

61°

-6.9°

-7.5°
-6.2°
-5°

PAYETTE (1978)
PAYETTE (1978)
PAYETTE (1978), DIONNE
(1982, unpubl.)
DIONNE (1982, unpubl.)
PAYETTE (1978)
DIONNE (1981, 1982, unpubl.)
PAYETTE and MORISSET
(1974, p. 355)
KRANCK (1951, p. 37-38)
DIONNE, (1978, 1981, 1982
unpubl.
SEGUIN and ALLARD (1983)
LEBRUN (1983)
DIONNE (1978)
LAVERDIÈRE and GUiMONT (1981,
p. 28 and 75)
DIONNE (1981)

CAINE (1983, photo 11)
THOM (1978)
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feature

pieces by frost action. A slightly different type of feature
results (Fig. 9).

b) Conical and rounded mounds. These are formed by
a cluster of several angular fragments raised vertically
above the surrounding surface and commonly thrusted
to various degrees (Fig. 4-8). They have a cauliflower
or a mushroom-like appearance. Depending upon the
degree of evolution, some structures are characterized
by a central depression, others by a surrounding depression, sometimes filled with water, and others by a
major, centrally located open fissure up to 1 m wide
along which angular fragments are disposed vertically
or have been thrusted. Subsequently to heaving, large
angular fragments are commonly shattered into smaller

c) Ridge structures. These are formed along major
fracture zones or along the edge of elongated bedrock
outcrops. They are approximately one metre high, a
few metres wide and up to 50 m long. They occur
most commonly in layered sedimentary rocks but are
also observed in sheeted crystalline rocks (Fig. 10).

FIGURE 2. A large frost-heaved block of basalt projecting
through a glacially polished and sculptured bedrock surface,
at Lac Guillaume-Delisle (Richmond Gulf) (56°N), subarctic
Québec. Vertical displacement is approximately 125 cm (8.7.82).
Méga-bloc de basalte soulevé par le froid, d'environ 125 cm
au-dessus de la surface glaciaire environnante, au lac
Guillaume-Delisle, Québec subarctique (7.8.82).

FIGURE 4. Large frost-heaved blocks in dolostone at Lac
Guillaume-Delisle; the large flat block (at right) is 3.5 x 4 m
and is up to 125 cm vertically displaced (8.7.82).
Méga-blocs de dolomie soulevés par le froid, au lac GuillaumeDelisle, la grande dalle horizontale, à droite, mesure 3,5 x 4 m
et a été soulevée d'environ 125 cm (7.8.82).

FIQURE 3. A massive frost-heaved feature in crystalline rocks
at the summit of Groulx Mountains (51°45'N, alt. 1000 m),
central Québec. The maximum displacement is approximately
200 cm (7.24.80).
Édifice d'éjection massif dans roche cristalline, au sommet
des monts Groulx (51°45'N, ait. 100 m), au Québec central.
Soulèvement maximal d'environ 200 cm (24.7.80).

FIGURE 5. Two large frost-heaved bedrock features in dolostone, at Lac Guillaume-Delisle (8.7.82).
Deux gros édifices d'éjection dans dolomie. au lac GuillaumeDelisle (7.8.82).

the more
(Fig. 2-3).

common

frost-heaved

bedrock

d) Domed structures. These are formed by the doming
of layered bedrock (generally sedimentary formations).
The doming ranges from a few decimetres to as much
as 1 m in height (Fig. 11). In this type of feature, the
fragments are only slightly thrusted or distorted rather
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than having been heaved vertically. The doming usually
results from ice lensing related to hydrostatic head. It is
probably an initial stage of the second category.
Frost-heaved bedrock structures have been observed
in volcanic, igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary
rocks (Table II). However, all types of rock generally
show a well-developed pattern of joints and fissures of
primary origin as in basalt or of secondary origin as in
granite and sandstone. Stratification and sheeting seem
to be favorable factors for frost-heaving in certain types
of rock.

TABLE Il
Lithologies in frost-heaved bedrock features
Volcanic

Igneous

Metamorphic

Sedimentary

Andésite
Basalt
Breccia
Diabase
Trapp
Tuff

Dolerite
Gabbro
Granite

crystalline schists
quartz-mica schists
gneiss
granito-gneiss
Quartzite

Dolomite
Greywacke
Limestone
Sandstone

FIGURE 6. A common frost-heaved bedrock feature in
gabbro. made up of several large angular fragments, in Groulx
Mountains. Note the perched glacial boulder at the top of
feature (7.24.80).
Édifice de soulèvement gélival typique dans des gabbros, formé
de plusieurs gros fragments anguleux, au sommet des monts
Groulx. À remarquer le bloc glaciaire perché au sommet de
fédifice (24.7.80).

FIGURE 8. A frost-heaved bedrock feature in which most
fragments are thrusted; in a gabbroic bedrock, in Groulx
Mountains. The shovel is 90 cm long (7.24.80).

FIGURE 7. A medium-size frost-heaved conical feature,
about 2 m high, in crystalline rocks, showing a few fragments
slightly thrusted, in Groulx Mountains (7.24.80).
Édifice d'éjection de forme conique et de taille moyenne, d'environ 2 m de haut, dans des roches cristallines montrant
quelques blocs légèrement basculés, au sommet des monts
Groulx (24.7.80).

FIGURE 9. A frost-heaved bedrock feature, 12 m in diameter,
in which the uplifted fragments have been subsequently
frost-shattered and reduced into many smaller pieces, in basalt,
at Manitounuk Islands, subarctic Québec (7.14.82).

Édifice d'éjection composé principalement de fragments basculés, dans du gabbro, au sommet des monts Groulx. La pelle
mesure 90 cm de long (24.7.80).

Édifice d'éjection et de gélifraction, de 12 m de diamètre, dans
du basalte, aux îles Manitounouc, Québec subarctique (14.7.82).
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FIGURE 10. A ridge-like frost-heaved feature in basalt, occurring along an elongated glacially sculptured outcrop, at Lac
Guillaume-Delisle. The largest fragment is 6.5 x 7 x 13 m, and
shows a maximum vertical displacement of 150 cm (8.7.82).
Crête de soulèvement gélival dans du basalte au lac GuillaumeDelisle, développée au droit d'une colline rocheuse à modelé
glaciaire. Le plus gros fragment mesure 6,5 x 7 x 13 m et a
été soulevé d'environ 150 cm (7.8.82).

FIGURE 11. A dome-like frost-heaved feature in basalt, about
8 m in diameter and 100 cm high, at Lac Guillaume-Delisle
(8.7.82). (Photo: Linda Dion.)
Structure de soulèvement en dôme dans du basalte, d'environ
8 m de diamètre et 100 cm de haut, au lac Guillaume-Delisle
(7.8.82). (Photo: Linda Dion.)

Field observations indicate that frost-heaved bedrock
features occur in a large variety of topographic conditions, i.e. on nearly horizontal surfaces, on gently
sloping surfaces and even on slopes up to 15-20
degrees. However, most sites are found on gently sloping
surfaces of less than 5 degrees. Conical mounds made
up of a cluster of fragments are commonly found
around shallow, poorly drained depressions in the
bedrock surface into which water tends to collect and
where the water table is close to the surface. The
largest structures observed in subarctic Québec occurred in such an environment (PAYETTE, 1978; Dionne,
1982, unpubl.). The presence of water is prerequisite
for the development of single block and mound structures because the upward displacement results from
the freezing of free-water in joints and particularly in
horizontal planes or in cavities under rock fragments.
In most cases, the only water available is that from
snowmelt and rain. Free-water draining into shallow
depressions fills joints, fissures and cavities in bedrock
and is introduced between horizontal strata and sheeting
planes. During the winter, this water freezes and forms
ice masses, the main cause of frost-wedging and
heaving. In most sites, the bedrock surface is commonly
bare and well exposed, but locally it may be covered by
a thin sheet of till (15-20 cm thick) or of organic debris
(usually less than 30 cm in thickness).

(BROWN and PÉWÉ, 1973; BROWN, 1978). However, a
few scattered patches of permafrost do occur in peatland
in areas with a mean annual air temperature close to
or slightly above O0C (ZOLTAI, 1971, 1972; BROWN,
1973).

DISTRIBUTION OF PERMAFROST IN CANADA

Almost all sites of well-developed frost-heaved
bedrock features have a mean annual air temperature
ranging from - 4 ° to -10 0 C. Consequently, it appears
that such features are mainly concentrated within the
northern half of the discontinuous permafrost zone and
the southern part of the continuous permafrost zone.
In northern Canada, the best developed frost-heaved
features occur near Churchill (Manitoba), lndin and

Depending on ground conditions (BROWN, 1969), the
southern margin of the continuous permafrost zone in
Canada, according to most authors, follows closely the
mean annual air temperature isotherm of - 7 ° to -8 0 C,
while the southern limit of the discontinuous permafrost
zone is close to the mean annual isotherm - 1 ° to - 2 °

In Québec-Labrador, permafrost is generally not
found south of the -1°C mean annual air temperature
isotherm, while between the -1° to - 4 ° isotherms
permafrost is patchy and is restricted to certain types of
terrain, mainly peatland. North of the - 4 ° isothern, permafrost is widespread, while continuous permafrost
occurs only north of the -6.5° to - 7 ° isotherms
(BROWN, 1979; IVES, 1979). A few occurrences of permafrost, however, have been observed or measured in
peatland terrain south of the - 1 ° isotherm and appear
to be largely relict or related to very local conditions
(BROWN, 1975; DIONNE, 1978, 1980).
RELATION OF FROST-HEAVED BEDROCK
FEATURES WITH PERMAFROST
As far as is known, in North America, heaved-bedrock
features occur exclusively within the permafrost zones
as mapped by BROWN (1978). In north-central Canada,
most sites reported (90-95%) are within the continuous
permafrost zone, while in Québec, about 65% of the
sites are in the discontinuous permafrost zone.
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Bathurst Lakes (District of MacKenzie), and near
McQuoid and Forde Lakes (District of Keewatin) (DYKE,
1981). The mean annual air temperatures for these
sites are respectively -7.2°, -5.6°, and - 9 ° (Table II). In
northern Québec, good examples of frost-heaved structures are found as far south as the Manicouagan massif
(51°45'N at 1,000 m altitude), and farther north at Postede-la-Baleine, Manitounouc Islands, Lac GuillaumeDelisle, Povurgnituk, Rivière aux Feuilles Basin, Youville Mountains, Koartak and Killiniq (Port Burwell).
The mean annual air temperatures at these localities
range from - 4 ° to -7 0 C. Most sites are within the
discontinuous permafrost zone where the snow cover is
thin or nearly absent. Only the most northern sites in
Québec (Killiniq, Koartak and Youville Mountains) are
within the continuous permafrost zone.
The mean temperature of the coldest month for all
the sites reported in Canada (including Québec) ranges
from -21.7° (Koartak) to -34.9 0 C (Spence Bay), while
the mean temperature for the warmest month ranges
from 5.7° (Koartak) to 16° (Yellowknife). In northern
Canada, the number of days with frost ranges from
229 (Yellowknife) to 305 (Arctic Bay) with a median of
255 (Churchill). In northern Québec, areas with frostheaved bedrock features have 243 (Poste-de-la-Baleine)
to 262 (Koartak) mean annual days of frost.
Similar temperature conditions are found elsewhere.
In Greenland and Spitsbergen, the mean annual air
temperatures for the sites of frost-heaved bedrock fea-

tures are -5.1° (Disco Bay), -9.7° (Mesters vig District),
and -6.4° (Sassen Fiord). In the South Shetland Islands,
the disrupted bedrock features reported by THOM
(1978) occur in a discontinuous permafrost zone with
a mean annual air temperature of -2.8°. However,
these frost features differ from the most common types
occurring in northern Québec. The relict frost-heaved
bedrock features from Tasmania are in an area without
permafrost and with a mean annual air temperature of
6.50C(CAINE, 1983, p. 37).
The mean annual snowfall in the area of the bestdeveloped frost-heaved features in northern Canada
ranges from 80 to 200 cm, while in northern Québec it
ranges from 120 to 250 cm (Table III). Unfortunately,
snow cover data are not available for most sites of
reported frost-heaved bedrock features. However, it is
known that the snow cover is either thin or absent
due to strong wind activity in winter. Consequently,
wide bare rock surfaces are largely exposed to cold
temperatures and frost action.
Freezing and thawing indices have been used recently to determine the relationships of periglacial features
and permafrost zones (HARRIS, 1981). Although frostheaved bedrock features are not considered in this
study, data suggest that a relatively high freezing index
and a relatively low thawing index characterize most
sites of frost-heaved bedrock features in Canada. Data
for selected stations in north central Canada, an area
with well developed frost-heaved features, are given in

TABLE III
Climatic summary for selected stations
in northern Canada and Québec1
Mean
Locality

Arctic Bay
Baker Lake
Cambridge Bay
Churchill
Frobisher
Resolute
Spence Bay
Yellowknife
Port-Chimo (Kuujjuaq)
Inoucdjouac
Killiniq
(Port Burwell)
Koartak
Nitchequon
Poste-de-la-Baleine
Schefferville
1

Mean T° of

Mean
annual
precipitation
(mm)

Annual
Air T0C

Coldest
month

Warmest
month

- 9.9
-12.3
-14.9
- 7.3
- 8.9
-16.4
-15.4
- 5.6
- 5.3
- 6.7
- 5.5

-27.0
-33.6
-34.6
-27.6
-26.2
-33.5
-34.6
-28.6
-23.4
-24.9
-20.0

9.7
10.7
8.2
12.0
7.9
4.3
7.1
16.0
11.4
8.9
5.0

305
279
291
255
272
321
292
229
253
262
240

711
889
726
1839
2469
787
808
1094
2367
1229
2000

125
213
139
396
419
153
136
250
484
356
400

C
C
C
C

-

-21.7
-22.9
-22.3
-22.7

5.7
13.6
10.6
12.6

295
239
243
252

1473
2844
2507
3355

311
762
636
722

C
D
D
D

6.9
3.8
4.1
4.6

Data from Canadian Normals, Environment Canada (1973)
According to the Permafrost Map (BROWN, 1978)
C = Continuous; D = Discontinuous
2

with frost

Mean
annual
snowfall
(mm)

No days

Permafrost
zone 2

C
C
C
C
D
D
D
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Table IV. Within the area concerned, the freezing index
ranges from 3614 to 6050 degree days (0C) and the
thawing index ranges from 539 to 1667 degree days. In
Québec, the freezing index for the area of frost-heaved
bedrock features ranges from 2342 (Gagnon) to 3379
(Inoucdjouac) degree-days (0C), while the thawing indices range from 545 (Koartak) to 1490 (Gagnon)
degree-days (0C). Thus, the approximate freezing and
thawing indices for the most southerly site of frostheaved bedrock features (Groulx Mountains), based on
temperature data at Gagnon, are respectively 2342 and
1490 degree-days (0C).

DISCUSSION
According to known occurrences, active and recent
frost-heaved bedrock features are obvious in permafrost
areas; in northern Canada, most localities (90-95%) are
in the continuous permafrost zone with a mean annual
air temperature ranging between -5.6° (Yellowknife)
and -15°C (Spence Bay). In northern Québec, active
and recent frost-heaved forms occur both in continuous
(35%) and discontinuous permafrost zones (65%), with a
mean annual air temperature ranging from - 4 ° to -7 0 C.
In most localities, only a few features really indicate
recent or modern activity. Most features are no longer
active; some probably developed earlier during the
colder periods of the Holocene in northern Québec
(PAYETTE, 1980). Similarly at Churchill (Manitoba), the
frost-heaved features in quartzite reported by FRENCH
and GILBERT (1982) are considered to be largely relict
features.
Since active or recent frost-heaved bedrock features
are found within the permafrost zones, it is very likely
that permafrost conditions greatly favor, or are prerequisite to their development although other factors such
as topography, lithology, humidity and absence of forest
and snow covers are important controlling factors. Seasonal frost action in areas where permafrost does occur
is involved in the development of frost-heaved bedrock
features. However, it is not known yet that the features are directly related to permafrost conditions,
although active features always occur in present-day
permafrost regions. Evidence of recent upward displacement Is provided by a lichen-free and nonweathered surface at the base of uplifted angular fragments. Relict features in an area with a mean annual
air temperature higher than O0C indicate former permafrost conditions with a mean annual air temperature of
at least -4°C or lower. According to FRENCH (1981),
frost-heaved bedrock features are representative of very
active periglacial regions.
Depending upon the rate of weathering processes,
frost-heaved features may survive for many hundreds
of years and perhaps even longer. Persistence of forms
varies considerably from place to place depending upon
lithology and erosional processes. However, it is likely
that frost-heaved features such as large heaved blocks

TABLE IV
Freezing and thawing indices (degree days 0C) for selected
stations in the area of the best developed frost-heaved
bedrock features in Canada "
Station

Freezing index Thawing index

A-Northern Canada
Baker Lake
Cambridge Bay
Chesterfield Inlet
Churchill
Churchill (airport)
Ennadai Lake
Spence Bay
Yellowknife (airport)

5172
5902
4909
3825
3721
4496
6050
3614

874
583
734
1157
1128
1085
539
1667

B - Northern Québec-Labrador :
Fort-Chimo
Fort-George
Gagnon
Inoucdjouac
Knob Lake (Schefferville)
Koartak
Nitchequon
Poste-de-la-Baleine
Wabush

3052
2577
2342
3379
2854
3072
2745
2759
2604

1168
1447
1490
882
1288
545
1447
1213
1354

*

Data from BOYD (1973).

and conical mounds up to 2-3 m high and 15 m in
diameter could survive for at least a few thousand years.
The relict forms from Tasmania for example are thought
to date back to the last glacial interval (CAINE, 1983).
Because several relict and non-active features coexist with active forms within present day permafrost
regions, it is often difficult to discriminate the true
relict features from recently non-active ones. At Churchill (Manitoba) for example, most frost-heaved bedrock
features are considered relict (FRENCH and GILBERT,
1982). It is likely that a large percentage of the non-active
forms from the numerous localities in Québec are also
relict features developed during the colder periods of
the Holocene. According to PAYETTE (1980), at least
5 colder periods have existed in northern Québec over
the last 3000 years.
Problems of dating frost-heaved bedrock features
arise from the complexity of the environmental conditions and the absence of datable material. However,
locally it is possible to obtain a maximum age by
indirect means. For example, in the eastern Hudson
Bay area, some frost-heaved blocks protrude through
raised beaches of the former Tyrrell Sea. As the approximate age of the beaches is known from buried shells
and driftwood, and also from the isostatic curve, a
maximum age for the relict or non-active frost-heaved
features can be postulated. Elsewhere, at Clearwater
Lake, frost-heaved structures have developed in an area
which was previously covered by peat. The peat is older
than the heaved blocks, so a maximum age can be
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obtained by dating peat samples from the cover found
at the surface of large heaved blocks.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is suggested that frost-heaved
bedrock features are more widespread than formerly
thought. Although not really proved, they also appear
to be valuable permafrost indicators and can therefore
be added to the list of the "second order" permafrost
indicators already in use (WASHBURN, 1976, 1979).
Additional fieldwork and research are necessary to
obtain a more accurate knowledge of the exact geographical distribution of the sites of active frost-heaved
bedrock features, and the variety of features present;
in addition, special effort should be made to obtain
the pertinent climatic data for each of these sites. It is
likely that permafrost is not really required for their
development. However, these features occurring in the
permafrost zones are obvious of such conditions.
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